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SEPARATION WALL SYSTEM FOR DESKs
PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL DISTANCING TOOL

Why is it important?
Cover wall protection is crucial for reducing risk the spread
of contagious illnesses such as COVID-19 (coronavirus).
The virus can spread through coughing, sneezing and
close contact. By implementing a cover wall system between
the seats on working/dining tables, we reduce the
chances of catching the virus and spreading it within the
company community.

Where to apply? How it works?
MOLINO24 covering system is ideal to apply at any type
of hotel reception desks. The covering panel is fully
transparent. It does not block natural light and view. We
are offering several type of ﬁxation methods to ﬁt perfetly
to your enviroment.

Cleaning and Disinfecting
MOLINO24 offers proved disinfectant chemicals agents which
destroy bacteria and viruses on a non-living objects while
it does not damage the acrylic panel surface. HACCP conform.

Design.
MOLINO24 designer team is ready to develop a covering
wall system which perfectly ﬁts to your lounge table design:
Shapes, sizes
Safe sturcture design
Any info can be printed onto the panel to inform and
educate your employee

Be INFORMED
Be PREPARED
Be SMART
Be SAFE

+36-20-24-24-424
info@molino24.hu
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SEPARATION WALL SYSTEM FOR CATERING
PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL DISTANCING TOOL

Why is it important?
Cover wall protection is crucial for reducing risk the spread
of contagious illnesses such as COVID-19 (coronavirus).
The virus can spread through coughing, sneezing and
close contact. By implementing a cover wall system between
the seats on working/dining tables, we reduce the
chances of catching the virus and spreading it within the
company community.

Where to apply? How it works?
MOLINO24 table top covering system is ideal to apply in
the employee working and dining segment. All type of table
design can be equipped. The covering panel is fully
transparent. It does not block natural light and view. All
coverings are sitting on a table top element. It can be
disassembled later without damaging the table TOP
material.

Cleaning and Disinfecting
MOLINO24 offers proved disinfectant chemicals agents which
destroy bacteria and viruses on a non-living objects while
it does not damage the acrylic panel surface. HACCP conform.

Design.
MOLINO24 designer team is ready to develop a covering
wall system which perfectly ﬁts to your lounge table design:
Shapes, sizes
Light and safe sturcture design
Any info can be printed onto the panel to inform and
educate your employee

Be INFORMED
Be PREPARED
Be SMART
Be SAFE

+36-20-24-24-424
info@molino24.hu
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SEPARATION CURTAIN FOR FITTNES&GYM
PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL DISTANCING TOOL

Why is it important?
Cover wall protection is crucial for reducing risk the spread
of contagious illnesses such as COVID-19 (coronavirus).
The virus can spread through coughing, sneezing and
close contact. By implementing a cover wall system between
the seats of the vehicles, we reduce the chances of catching
the virus and spreading it within the company community.

Where to apply? How it works?
MOLINO24 hanging or standing covering system is ideal to
apply in FITTNES and GYM. All type of interiors
can be equipped. The covering material is fully transparent.
It does not block natural light and view.

Cleaning and Disinfecting
MOLINO24 offers proved disinfectant chemicals agents which
destroy bacteria and viruses on a non-living objects while
it does not damage the curtain ﬁlm surface. HACCP conform.

Design.
MOLINO24 designer team is ready to develop a covering wall
system which perfectly ﬁts to your interior structure like:
Shapes, sizes
Light and safe sturcture design
Any info can be printed to the wall to inform and
educate your employee

Be INFORMED
Be PREPARED
Be SMART
Be SAFE

+36-20-24-24-424
rendeles@molino24.hu
info@molino24.hu
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MOBILE SEPARATION WALL FOR OFFICES
PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL DISTANCING TOOL

Why is it important?
Physical distancing is crucial for preventing the spread
of contagious illnesses such as COVID-19 (coronavirus).
The virus can spread through coughing, sneezing and
close contact. By minimizing the amount of close contact
with others, we reduce the chances of catching
the virus and spreading it within the company community.

Where to apply?
Mobile separation walls can be easily install in any working
enviroment. Just pull up and ﬁx the the transparent ﬁlm and
place it between the chairs, tables..etc...The transparent ﬁlm
helps to keep the normal way of working as its not blocking
the light. We recommend this product:
in Ofﬁces
in Smoking rooms
as Mobile fence
in Lounge

Cleaning and Disinfecting
MOLINO24 offers proved disinfectant chemicals agents which
destroy bacteria and viruses on a non-living objects while
it does not damage the roll up ﬁlm surface. HACCP conform.

Sizes
Our ROLL UP cassettes available in 5 sizes
85 x 200cm
100 x 200cm
120 x 200cm
150 x 200cm
200 x 200cm

Be INFORMED
Be PREPARED
Be SMART
Be SAFE

+36-20-24-24-424
info@molino24.hu
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SEPARATION WALL FOR SMOKING AREA
PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL DISTANCING TOOL

Why is it important?
Physical distancing is crucial for preventing the spread
of contagious illnesses such as COVID-19 (coronavirus).
The virus can spread through coughing, sneezing and
close contact. By minimizing the amount of close contact
with others, we reduce the chances of catching
the virus and spreading it within the company community.

Where to apply?
Hanging separation curtains is ideal in any type of
smoking rooms. The curtain ﬁlm can be easily installed. The
transparent ﬁlm helps to keep the normal way of discussion
as its not blocking the light.__________________________

Cleaning and Disinfecting
MOLINO24 offers proved disinfectant chemicals agents which
destroy bacteria and viruses on a non-living objects while
it does not damage the curtain ﬁlm surface. HACCP conform.

Design.
MOLINO24 designer team is ready to develop a curtain wall
system which perfectly ﬁts to your smoking room interior
structure like:
Shapes, sizes
Light and safe sturcture design
Any info can be printed to the wall to inform and
educate your employee

Be INFORMED
Be PREPARED
Be SMART
Be SAFE

+36-20-24-24-424
info@molino24.hu
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SEPARATION CURTAIN FOR BUSES
PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL DISTANCING TOOL

Why is it important?
Cover wall protection is crucial for reducing risk the spread
of contagious illnesses such as COVID-19 (coronavirus).
The virus can spread through coughing, sneezing and
close contact. By implementing a cover wall system between
the seats of the vehicles, we reduce the chances of catching
the virus and spreading it within the company community.

Where to apply? How it works?
MOLINO24 seat covering system is ideal to apply in the
employee transportation segment. All type of BUS interiors
can be equipped. The covering material is fully transparent.
It does not block natural light and view. All coverings are
hanging on a console element which can be disassembled
later without damaging the interior of the BUS.

Cleaning and Disinfecting
MOLINO24 offers proved disinfectant chemicals agents which
destroy bacteria and viruses on a non-living objects while
it does not damage the curtain ﬁlm surface. HACCP conform.

Design.
MOLINO24 designer team is ready to develop a covering wall
system which perfectly ﬁts to your bus interior structure like:
Shapes, sizes
Light and safe sturcture design
Any info can be printed to the wall to inform and
educate your employee

Be INFORMED
Be PREPARED
Be SMART
Be SAFE

+36-20-24-24-424
rendeles@molino24.hu
info@molino24.hu
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TACTICAL FLOOR MARKS
PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL DISTANCING

Why is it important?
Social distancing is crucial for preventing the spread
of contagious illnesses such as COVID-19 (coronavirus).
The virus can spread through coughing, sneezing and
close contact. By minimizing the amount of close contact
with others, we reduce the chances of catching
the virus and spreading it within the company community.

Where to apply?
Floor tapes, shapes, and signs help you enforce social
distance measures and clearly identify where people can
safely stand in line. Use ﬂoor marking signs and tapes to
indicate where lines should form and where people should
stand.
Dining room, employee lounge
Production ﬂoor
Warehause
Entrance

Cleaning and Disinfecting
MOLINO24 offers proved disinfectant chemicals agents which
destroy bacteria and viruses on a non-living objects while
it does not damage the ﬂoor sticker surface. HACCP conform.

Design.
MOLINO24 designer team is ready to develop sticker
designs which perfectly ﬁts to your company marketing and
safety standards like:________________________________
Shapes, sizes
Colours (Pantone, CMYK)
Company logo

Be INFORMED
Be PREPARED
Be SMART
Be SAFE

+36-20-24-24-424
info@molino24.hu
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INRORM, EDUCATE and GUIDE THE COMMUNITY
TOOLS TO IMPROVE THE INFORMATION FLOW

SNAP FRAME SYSTEM

SNAP FRAME SYSTEM

PICTOGRAMS

Quick clip aluminium wall
mounted display

Double sided quick clip
aluminium wall mounted display

Printed and countur cut
pictograms

Sizes: A4; A3; A2; A1

Sizes: A2; A1

QUEUING BARIER

FLOOR STICKERS

LARGE FORMAT PRINTING

IDEAL FOR HIGH TRAFFIC
AREAS, LOUNGE, ENTRANCE

Printed and countur cut ﬂoor
sticker with durable surface.

High printing quality
Durable materials
24hours production time

Be INFORMED
Be PREPARED
Be SMART
Be SAFE

+36-20-24-24-424
rendeles@molino24.hu
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Tel: +36 20 24-24-424

Email: info@molino24.hu
https://molino24.hu
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